Cover Letter - Dharma Kshetri
1333 Meadow Creek Dr. Apt 3004, Irving, TX, 75038

Dear Hiring Manager,
I have a deep understanding of mobile performance, latency, and security issues with self-motivated,
possess excellent communication skills (both oral and written) and be able to work independently as
well as a keen interest in various aspects of language processing is essential in our multi-disciplinary
team. I’m a quick learner with passion for new technologies and knowledge of software engineering
fundamentals to constantly evolving real-world challenges on a daily basis using MVC, MVVM, MVP,
structure and new libraries like RxJava/RxAndroid, Retrofit/Okhttp, Dagger 2, Butterknife,
Picasso/Glide, Timber, Otto(EventBus), Lottie, Relam, Volley, RetroLambda, Mockito, Automated
testing, Spek(BDD) and TDD, addition to experience banking domain. I am convinced that my skills
and expertise would make me an ideal fit for the role of Staff Software Engineer, Mobile at OKTA .
I am fully confident to work with both kotlin and java. As a skilled technical and creative collaborator
with hands-on knowledge of the Android Studio, with dynamic UI Components followed by Material
Design principles, among other latest tools and technologies. I like to work with collaboration with
product managers, Scrum Masters, other teammates, and both internal and external stakeholders,
owning a large part of the process from problem understanding to shipping the solution. I feel to
develop an application is all about passion and creative work and have a strong desire to pair program
and collaborate with fellow team members.
• Interested Areas: IoT, Kotlin, Android Auto, Android Wear, Mobile Security, Mobile Cloud,
Mobile Computing, Big Data on Mobile.
Please refer to the enclosed resume for further details regarding my professional history, and feel free
to contact me at your earliest convenience. Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to
speaking with you soon.

Sincerely,

Dharma Kshetri
Mobile: +1-641-451-3140
Email: dharma.kshetri@gmail.com
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/dkshetri
Github: https://github.com/dharmakshetri
StackOverflow: http://stackoverflow.com/cv/dharmakshetri
Portfolio: http://www.dharmakshetri.me
Blog: http://www.prandroid.com
Published App: https://goo.gl/HaCrsw
Skype: dharmakshetri

Note: References will be provided upon your request.
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